harmony
glass tile &mosaics

COLOR SWATCHES

detailed item info on back

Jasmine

Lotus

Silk

Lotus 3x9” & New Chevron
Pearl

We spend a lot of time thinking about integrity of materials and timeless design. Our
new Harmony Collection of glass tiles and mosaics represents the epitome of our craft
in glass tile production.
Simple innovations and solid glazes conspire to create a seemingly simple yet
wonderfully complex glass collection.

Bamboo

Presented in a progressive, elongated subway format and two distinct, angled mosaics
- Harmony creates nearly limitless design options.
Bring some added Harmony into your next design to realize the limitless potential of
your creativity.

VANCOUVER | DALLAS
www.bellavitatile.com

harmony

glass tile & mosaics
INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE
Product is clear float glass with a glazed rear face. Due to the
clear nature of the material some “shadows” may be visible at
tile edge when viewed at an angle. This is not a
manufacturing defect
Inspect all product prior to installation for any visible defects
or unacceptable color/shade variation. Claims are not
accepted after installation
Install using polymer or latex modified thin set mortars. Do
NOT install using mastic and/or epoxy. Flattening trowel
ridges is critical with slim glass

Bamboo 3x9” & New Chevron

Suggested grout width is 2mm
For best results cutting, use a score & snap glass/tile cutter
with a new cutting wheel. If necessary use a wet saw or angle
grinder with a blade specifically designed to cut glass

JASMINE

After cutting, smooth any rough or sharp edges with a
diamond honing stone or pad
Before gouting follow mortar manufacturer’s instructions to
allow for full cure of thin set - usually 36 to 48 hours

HARM39JA

Grout only with non-sanded cementitious grouts. Using a
sanded grout may scratch some surfaces
After initial wash ensure all remaining “grout haze” is buffed
off with a dry cloth before 24 hours have elapsed

HARMJANC

HARMJATA HARM312JAT

HARMLONC

HARMLOTA HARM312LOT

LOTUS

To clean use a damp sponge with warm water. For heavy
cleaning use a non-abrasive cleaner with a damp sponge.
HARM39LO

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SILK
Technical
Characteristics

ASTM Test
Result

ASTM/ANSI
Test Method

Water Absorption %

0%

A 187.1

Frost Resistance

Pass

C1026

Chemical
Resistance

Highly Resistant

Scratch
Resistance

5.5

HARM39SI

PEARL

HARMSINC

HARMSITA

HARM312SIT

MOHS

PACKAGING
HARM39PE
Size
3x9”
(76x230)
tapers

12x12”
(304x304)

PC/
CTN

Sqft/ctn
(Sqm/ctn)

51

9.71
(0.90)

45

436.99
(40.60)

Lbs/ctn
(Kgs/ctn)

Lbs/plt
(Kgs/plt)

31.97
(14.50)

1,438.52

16.16
(1.50)

36

581.76
(54.05)

44.09
(20.00)

16

17.76
(1.65)

42

745.92
(69.30)

50.71
(23.00)

2,129.67

48

11.94
(1.11)

36

429.74
(39.92)

36.38
(16.50)

1,309.55

www.bellavitatile.com

BAMBOO

HARMPENC

HARMPETA HARM312PET

HARMBANC

HARMBATA HARM312BAT

(652.50)

16

trim

3x12”
(76x304)

Sqft/plt
(Sqm/plt)

1,587.33

new chevron

12x15”
(304x384)

Carton/
Pallet

(720.00)

HARM39BA

(966.00)

(594.00)

HARMONY
NEW CHEVRON MOSAIC
GLOSSY

MATTE

TEXTURE

Continuous Chevron When sheets are installed with top and bottom edges
aligned, the textures flow seamlessly from sheet to sheet
with the feel of sophisticated pinstripes.

Broken Chevron Conversely, each vertical course of mosaic can be offset
from the adjacent one. This can be done in an
alternating pattern or in completely random aspects
braking up the grout joints as well as the texture flow from
sheet to sheet.

Long Wave Chevron Finally, alternating vertical courses of mosaic can be
rotated 180° from the adjacent one. The resulting effect
features a double wide Chevron pattern with a
consistent mix of regular & irregular repetitions of grout
lines and textures. Ideal for larger expanses or when a
happy medium between the above two styles is desired.
General Installation, care and
maintenace information can be
found on our website at:
www.bellavitatile.com/FAQ

The New-Chevron format of
Harmony mosaics takes the classic,
well loved & well known chevron
pattern to new heights of style and
versatility.
The multiple angles,
textures & finishes each reflect light
in different ways and will offer a
subtly different aesthetic depending
on layout configuration. The
repeating pattern allows for three
distinct layout options each with
their own distinct allure.

Trims -

The New Chevron mosaic also features
an innovative trim piece for when a
straight factory edge is required. The
trims come pre-mounted as seen above
to ensure perfect spacing every time. A
simple cut of the mesh down the angled center joint (shown by dotted line)
creates a top and bottom trim for each
linear foot of mosaic.

HARMONY
TAPERS MOSAIC

GLOSSY

MATTE

TEXTURE

4” | 8” | 12” Accent Strip Capabilities Even though the overall aesthetics of the Tapers mosaic
is angles, the design is such that it can easily be split into
different width strips for accent features if desired. Each
sheet is composed of regular regtangular modules.

A-B-A-B Layout When mirrored layouts are alternating, the overall effect
is continuous grout joints and textures/finishes. Consecutive horizontal courses can either be in-line to emphasize
regularity or offset to soften this effect.

The Tapers format of Harmony
mosaics puts a subtle twist on a
traditional soldier-course strips mosaic.
The simple addition of complimentary
angles imparts a feeling of randomness &
spontinaety to the strong linear style.
By employing two mirrored sheet variants,
the format has capabilities to enhance
either the organic feel or the strong linear
style of the sheet.
Each carton contains pre-wrapped
blisters of sheet variant A & B for easy
ordering and planning.

Random Layout Vertical courses can be offset from adjacent ones if the
desired aesthetic is to have a more broken effect. This
can be done more or less as desired.

General Installation, care and
maintenace information can be
found on our website at:
www.bellavitatile.com/FAQ

Further, each sheet is labeled on a
corner of the rear-face of the mosaic to
help ensure that there is no confusion
when installing on site.
Possibilities for coordination and subtle
accents are only limited by the
imagination. Weather your design
requires regularity or spontaneousness to
achieve perfect Harmony, these
mosaic collections have the capability to
fill whatever role is required.

